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For Their Own Good
Captive Cats and Routine Confinement

C L A R E  P A L M E R  A N D  P E T E R   S A N D Ø E  n

Cat owners in the United States, with increasing frequency and urgency, are 
being advised routinely to confine their cats indoors, and never to allow kittens 
outside at all. Both animal welfare organizations such as the Humane Society 
of the United States (HSUS) and more radical animal rights groups such as 
PETA agree in advocating that cats should be confined either wholly indoors, 
or with access only to a safe outdoor enclosure, all the time, for their entire lives. 
Until recently these views were strongly supported by the American Veterinary 
Medicine Association. However, in 2011 the association adopted a more mod-
erate position that only “encourages veterinarians to educate clients and the 
public about the dangers associated with allowing cats free roam access to the 
outdoors” (AMVA 2011).

A central argument in favor of cat confinement, and the one on which we 
will focus in this chapter, maintains that confining cats—creating, as it were, 
“captive cats”—is what’s best for cats. This is not the only argument promoting 
cat confinement; it’s also often argued that outdoor cats can negatively impact 
wildlife, or be harmful to human interests. While these other arguments aren’t 
the focus of this chapter, we will consider them later in the context of thinking 
through the broader ethical questions raised by cat confinement.

The argument that keeping cats confined is what’s best for cats has two 
parts:  the claim that roaming outdoors is highly dangerous to cats, and the 
claim that cats can be happy indoors. So the HSUS, for instance, claims both 
that “Allowing your cats to roam outdoors can significantly shorten their lives. 
Potentially deadly dangers . . . are constant threats to an outdoor cat” (HSUS 
2013a) and that “Although many cats enjoy being outside, it’s a myth that going 
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outside is a requirement for feline happiness” (HSUS 2013b). PETA provides 
horror stories of outdoor cats burned with cooking grease and sold to labora-
tories, before concluding that “today’s concrete jungles are far too dangerous 
for vulnerable, trusting little animals” and recommending “six steps to having a 
happy housecat” (PETA 2013). These claims are confidently and authoritatively 
asserted. But are they really plausible? What evidence is there to support such 
claims, and what ideas of “what’s good for cats” are being presupposed here?

in this chapter, we’ll examine these claims about routine cat confinement. 
By “routine confinement,” we mean the idea that all cats should, as a matter of 
routine, be confined. (This does not mean that in specific circumstances there 
may not be good reasons to confine a particular cat, for example where the cat 
is anxious, or when the local outdoor environment contains major unavoid-
able hazards.) After outlining some important contextual issues, we’ll explore 
the idea of “cat welfare.” We’ll point out that what constitutes “cat welfare” is 
contested, in several different ways. With this in mind, we’ll look at what cur-
rent research indicates about the lives of cats with free-roaming outdoor access, 
as opposed to the lives of cats that are confined indoors. What one concludes 
about whether these indoor/outdoor lives are “good for cats,” we’ll suggest, 
depends on what cat welfare is thought to be, how one weighs different ele-
ments of cat welfare, the circumstances in which particular cats are placed, and 
perhaps, even, on our ideas about what kind of being a cat actually is. But, 

Figure 9.1 Courtesy of Susan Weingartner Photography
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we’ll conclude, even if it’s possible to come to a clear view about what is in cats’ 
interests, this does not necessarily tell us what to do ethically. Ethical decisions 
depend on what approach to ethical thinking we adopt (after all, we could think 
that cats have liberty rights, even if we also think liberty harms them) and how 
we weigh factors other than cat welfare (for instance, the welfare of cats’ prey) 
in making such ethical decisions.

THE CONTEXT OF CONFINEMENT

The way in which humans live with companion cats in the industrialized world 
changed dramatically during the twentieth century; these changes made rou-
tine cat confinement feasible. Commercial cat food was first produced in the 
1930s, and commercial cat litter in the 1950s; without these, the confinement 
of cats would be highly impractical. The latter part of the twentieth century 
also saw the growth of the idea that companion cats should routinely be spayed 
or neutered (an operation that was uncommon into the 1950s). in the United 
States, for instance, 80 percent of cats kept as companions are now neutered 
(Chu et al. 2009) and this number is growing. Neutering male cats is usually 
thought to be needed if cats are to be confined indoors in a normal home 
(and not in a cage as many male cats used for breeding are), since confined 
unneutered male cats are likely to manifest behaviors such as urine marking 
that make them difficult to live with. Since people also generally dislike liv-
ing with female cats in heat, spaying female cats is often thought necessary 
too. for the purposes of this chapter, we’ll assume that we’re discussing the 
routine confinement of spayed or neutered cats; so we won’t consider either 
the population issues generated by unneutered outdoor cats, nor the behavior 
of confined intact cats. Neutering is not the only surgical practice that has 
changed the way people live with cats; in some countries, significant numbers 
of cats are declawed—for instance, about 25 percent of cats in the United States 
(Patronek 2001). Declawing is a fairly significant surgery, involving amputa-
tion of at least ten of the cat’s distal phalanges (the last bone in the toe) of the 
front paws, usually simultaneously, to prevent the cat scratching (furniture or 
people). This practice, again, makes living with cats indoors easier, but signifi-
cantly changes the lives of the cats concerned.

The movement to confine cats is the culmination of a series of practices 
that have increasingly controlled the way cats live. And seen from a histori-
cal perspective, where cats were largely free to roam, the claim that routine 
confinement benefits cats themselves is not obvious. After all, confinement 
significantly reduces the space, variety, and forms of activity available to most 
cats. it removes them from the outdoor environments in which they evolved 
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to become human companions, and entirely locates them in places typically 
designed around human convenience and comfort. it makes cats’ dependence 
on human care and provision absolute in almost every sphere of their lives. And 
it closes off long-standing freedoms cats have had to adopt a second household, 
to completely relocate themselves in a different home, or to have no home at 
all. Many cat owners, especially in Europe, who object to the confinement of 
cats, make exactly these arguments:  that confinement restricts cats’ freedom 
and prevents them from roaming in the way cats always have.

The confinement of cats “for their own good” differentiates cats’ situation 
both from the majority of cases of adult human confinement and most cases of 
animal confinement. in the human case, confinement normally requires special 
justification, based either on past harms committed or the deterrence of future 
harms. Adult human beings are not confined for their own good, unless they 
are judged to be in some way mentally incapable; the routine threats of going 
outdoors certainly do not justify adult human confinement. in the animal case, 
in contrast, special justifications for captivity are not usually seen as needed nor 
provided. Confinement may be for the use or convenience of the captor, for the 
benefit of other people, or in the service of a perceived greater good (such a 
breeding an endangered species). Animal confinement has grown as agriculture 
has intensified; in industrial farming, animals who would formerly have roamed 
outdoors now spend their entire lives confined within human structures. But the 
primary aim of these animal confinements has been to benefit people.

These just mentioned kinds of confinement contrast with the paternalistic 
move to confine companion cats indoors. We interpret paternalism here to 
mean a significant restriction on cats’ freedom, without cats’ consent or agree-
ment (though of course, consent cannot be straightforwardly obtained from 
cats) in order to improve, or to protect their welfare.1 This paternalistic argu-
ment runs something like this: Going outside is risky in a way cats can’t under-
stand or control; an indoor cat is a safe cat; it’s in a cat’s interests to be safe; so 
cats should be routinely confined.

yet such claims about the confinement of companion cats raise questions. 
is “indoors” really as safe as it may seem? How should “safety” be weighed 
against cats’ freedom of movement? The first step in answering these ques-
tions is to think about what is in a cat’s interest, that is, about the idea of cat 
welfare.

IDEAS OF CAT WELFARE

ideas about cat welfare are highly contested. first, there are significant disagree-
ments about how animal welfare in general should be understood, and what cat 
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welfare in particular, should be taken to mean. Second, as Bradshaw and Casey 
(2007, 149) note, people’s perceptions of companion animals affect what they 
believe to be in their animals’ interests: “The ways in which owners treat their 
animals are profoundly influenced by their beliefs about how those animals 
evaluate the world around them; if any of those beliefs are inaccurate, the pos-
sibility arises that the animal may be treated in a way that the owner thinks is 
compatible with its welfare, but is actually detrimental.” These factors together 
mean that understanding “what’s good for cats” is a difficult task.

We’ll start by outlining three prominent ideas of animal welfare. on the first 
view, what matters is an animal’s inner subjective state—how it feels. Good 
welfare means “the absence of strong, negative emotional states that are often 
lumped together as ‘suffering’ and that include such states as pain, fear, frustra-
tion, deprivation, and in some species boredom” as well as “the presence of 
positive emotional states that are commonly called ‘pleasure’ ” (Duncan 2005, 
485). This is an essentially hedonistic view of welfare.

This hedonistic view is challenged by those who argue that whether animals 
are free to lead a full and natural life is wholly or additionally important to their 
welfare, “Animals, too, have natures—the pigness of the pig, the cowness of the 
cow, ‘fish gotta swim, birds gotta fly’—which are as essential to their well-being 
as speech and assembly are to us” (Rollin 1993, 11). Here, Rollin suggests that 
animals’ welfare partly, at least, depends on the animals being free to live in 
accordance with their “nature,” usually understood in a species-specific way. it’s 
not always clear on Rollin’s account (or on other similar accounts) whether “liv-
ing according to one’s nature” is understood to be good for an animal’s welfare 
in its own right (of course, it may also give the animal pleasure), or whether 
living according to his or her nature is good for the animal because it gen-
erally leads to more pleasant experiences. To avoid a collapse into hedonism, 
we’ll here focus on the former view, on which being able to realize significant 
species-specific “natural” potentials and express natural behaviors is an essen-
tial element of a good life; we’ll call this a “perfectionist” approach.

A third view of what constitutes animal welfare concerns the satisfaction 
of preferences or desires:  essentially animals have good welfare when they 
get what they prefer or desire, and are not frustrated in doing so. This idea of 
what constitutes welfare is commonly accepted for humans:  “for me, a good 
life is one in which my own considered, informed preferences are maximally 
satisfied” (Singer 2002). This account of preferences, though, raises interesting 
questions for animal welfare. first, there’s some debate over what we should 
take a preference to be, and whether, to have a preference at all, one must be a 
language user—with the implication that few, if any, animals could have pref-
erences at all (frey 1980). However, most recent philosophical work at least 
accepts that we can make sense of “animal preferences”—that animals would 
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rather be in some states than others, can make choices, and that it’s reasonable 
to call these “preferences.”

Singer’s idea of preferences here, though, also maintains that preferences 
relevant to the good life should be “considered” and “informed.” it’s difficult 
to know how to apply these constraints on preferences to animals, since ani-
mals cannot reflect on their own preferences, nor can they straightforwardly 
be given relevant information that might change what they prefer. yet the rea-
sons Singer includes these constraints do seem relevant to animals, since they 
certainly could be ignorant of things that would change their preferences, and 
they could prefer things that are bad for them, and that would cause them, in 
the future, to be in states that they would not prefer. This raises some difficult 
questions about cat welfare, as we’ll see.

These three accounts of welfare (and these aren’t the only accounts of animal 
welfare) need not be completely exclusive. Someone could argue, for instance, 
that to have good welfare, a being must both have overall positive emotional 
states and must be free to perform natural behaviors. A hybrid view like this is, 
in principle, unproblematic. However, there may be cases where it’s necessary 
to choose between one aspect of welfare and another—where performing natu-
ral behaviors might conflict with subjective feelings of pleasure, for instance. 
in such a case, it would be necessary to decide which element of welfare to 
prioritize.

Given these different accounts of welfare, then, what constitutes a cat’s wel-
fare can be construed in rather different ways. from a hedonistic perspective, 
there’s no universal answer. Welfare will depend on specific circumstances, in 
terms of the way the cat’s diet, environment, companions, health, and so on, 
affect the cat’s subjective states of pain, pleasure, frustration, boredom, and 
stimulation. And since different cats may enjoy or dislike different things, this 
will vary between individuals. Welfare judgments here will also involve difficult 
calculations concerning how to weigh (for instance) definite current pleasures 
against small risks of severe future pains (for example, the pleasures of going 
outside versus the small chance of contracting a major disease).

from a perfectionist perspective, in order to assess cat welfare, we need 
instead to think about what constitutes “fulfilling natural potentials” and “natu-
ral behavior” for a cat, and to assess whether a particular cat is free to perform 
these natural behaviors. As Bradshaw and Casey (2007) argue, since cats are 
domesticated animals, identifying “natural behaviors” here may not be sim-
ple, but there are some very plausible candidates, such as scratching, hunting, 
pouncing, and various forms of territorial behavior.

in terms of a preference account of welfare, we would need to work out what 
individual cats do and do not prefer in order to understand their welfare. for 
some aspects of cats’ lives, this could be approached by preference testing, 
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where cats are given choices between different foods, toys, bedding, and so on 
(although such tests themselves are not without problems). However, other 
aspects of cats’ lives will be more difficult to assess by preference tests; getting 
to “informed” preferences is not straightforward. As we’ll argue later, it’s prob-
lematic, for example, to conclude that a cat that has never been allowed outside 
could have an “informed preference” to remain indoors. in addition, there isn’t 
a straightforward way of informing cats about the longer-term consequences of 
their preferences. This raises the possibility that we should think not only about 
cats’ actual preferences, but also about their hypothetical preferences: what they 
would prefer, were they fully informed about risks and benefits. This, however, 
complicates this account of cat welfare, as we’ll see.

These three accounts of welfare will often deliver the same verdict. A cat could 
easily have good welfare on all three measures. But equally, these accounts of 
welfare could diverge. A  cat could have satisfied preferences, and be experi-
encing pleasure, but not be free to perform natural behaviors. or a male cat 
could be performing natural behaviors—such as fighting another cat in his ter-
ritory—and be satisfying his territorial preferences, but nonetheless be under-
going negative subjective states of pain or fear. So, we can’t expect different 
accounts of welfare necessarily to converge on what to think about confining 
cats. And in fact, different understandings of welfare do appear to be one of the 
factors influencing the debate here.

But disagreement about what constitutes cat welfare doesn’t end with dif-
ferent ideas of welfare. Even among those who accept similar interpretations 
of welfare, there are likely to be disagreements about how this is manifested in 
cats. for instance, even if two people agree that expressing natural behaviors is 
what’s good for cats, they might still disagree about what actually constitutes 
cats’ natural behaviors. for instance, as Clancy et al. (2003) note, cats have tra-
ditionally been understood as having independent or wild traits, and as Heath 
(2007) suggests, as “unsociable” and “aloof.” if we think this is what cats are 
“naturally like” we might have an idea about their welfare that is different from 
PETA’s description of cats as “vulnerable” and “trusting” kitties. Equally, two 
people who agree that subjective welfare is of primary importance could dis-
agree on the substance of what makes for good subjective welfare—what actu-
ally gives cats pleasure, for instance. A focus on subjective welfare also raises 
questions about how one “trades off ” positive and negative subjective experi-
ences in welfare terms. for instance, does a cat that’s roaming in a rich but 
risky outdoor environment and is painfully stung by a bee have better subjec-
tive welfare than a stressed, confined cat that’s safe from external threats such 
as painful bee stings? (These questions are not after all unique to cats; similar 
questions are raised in terms of human welfare.) So deciding whether keeping 
cats confined is what’s best for cats, then, depends—among other things—both 
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on what’s thought to constitute cat welfare, and on how one thinks this welfare 
is actually manifested in cats.

Having outlined these basic, and contrasting, ideas about what cat welfare 
actually is, we’ll now move on to look at what research suggests the lives of cats 
both with free-roaming outdoor access, or kept wholly indoors, might be like. 
We can then think about how to interpret cat roaming and cat confinement in 
terms of cat welfare.

OUTDOOR ACCESS

What’s meant by “outdoor access” varies considerably. Some cats have constant, 
free-roaming outdoor access. others have outdoor access only for periods of 
the day, or only during the daytime (Clancy et al. [2003] found that of the cats 
allowed out, 97.1 percent were kept in at night). Some cats are confined by high 
fencing within a garden, but are not supervised there. yet other cats have very 
restricted freedoms:  for instance, always being kept on leashes outside. We’ll 
take “outside access” here to mean unsupervised activity outdoors for at least a 
couple of hours a day, though “outside” may include a fenced yard.

There are significant cultural differences in terms of outdoor access for cats. in 
the United Kingdom (though figures are imprecise) more than 75 percent of cats 
have outdoor access. in the United States, however, only a minority of cats has 
unrestricted access to the outdoors. one study of 256 US households surveyed 
from 1993 to 2003 found that only 17 percent of cats had unrestricted outdoor 
access, and 50 percent of cats were kept indoors all the time (Bernstein 2007).

What are the lives of companion cats with outdoor access like? Cats usu-
ally establish a “home range,” an area that they frequently patrol, and may 
have a smaller area, their “territory,” that they “defend against encroachment 
from conspecifics” (Voith and Borchelt 1986). They mark their range by spray-
ing urine, rubbing against objects, and scratching bark, leaving visual signs 
(feldman 1994). While outdoors, they may run and climb, hide or perch, hunt 
rodents, birds, reptiles, and insects, and defecate and bury their feces, prefera-
bly in areas of loose soil. As recent research at the University of Georgia reveals, 
some cats also visit second homes (NPR 2012). Although few formal studies 
of the behavior of outdoor companion cats exist, it also seems likely that going 
outside allows cats to develop skills, behaviors, and ways of problem-solving 
that they would not be able to develop indoors (certainly, similar arguments are 
made for the benefits of unsupervised outdoor play by children—see research 
discussed in Valentine and McKendrick 1997).

Cats with outdoor access also face hazards. Some come from other ani-
mals: raptors, uncontrolled dogs, and in some places, coyote predation (Grubbs 
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and Kausmann 2009). Unlike indoor-only cats, outdoor cats are also likely to 
encounter alien cats, with the potential for fighting, biting, and in the longer 
term for infectious disease including feline immunodeficiency virus (fiV) and 
feline leukemia virus (feLV). There’s no effective vaccine for fiV, and although 
cats can live well for many years with the virus, it can ultimately be fatal. 
However, fiV is fairly difficult to catch, and the major risk is for unneutered 
male cats who may sustain deep bites while fighting. feLV is more easily trans-
mitted, but an effective vaccine is available for outdoor cats.

The greatest hazard for cats with outdoor access, almost everywhere, is traf-
fic. Exact statistics on the incidence of cats having road traffic accidents (RTAs) 
are difficult to find. Rochlitz (2003, 587) in a study carried out in Cambridge, 
UK, found that of 980 cats with outdoor access, brought to a small group of vet-
erinary practices for reasons other than a road traffic accident (RTA), 12 per-
cent had been in an RTA in the past. This study found that age, sex, and time of 
day were very significant factors in risk for RTAs (being young, male, nonpedi-
gree, and out at night created greatest risk). Rochlitz (2004, 391) also found the 
mortality rate of owned cats in RTAs in Cambridge to be 21 percent (including 
cats found dead at the scene; of those owned cats who made it alive to the vet 
after a RTA, 13.7 percent died). However, we don’t have good statistics on what 
percentage of outdoor companion cats actually suffer an RTA in the first place.

These factors taken together show that cats with outdoor access have both 
plentiful opportunities and significant risks. We don’t know what the combined 
risks of disease, being hit by cars, and being attacked by other animals actu-
ally are to companion cats; and in any case, such risks will vary significantly, 
based on age, sex, whether the cat goes out at night, whether the cat lives near 
a busy road, whether there are local predators, and so on. Statistics on the life 
expectancy of cats with outdoor access are strongly disputed, though there’s 
general agreement that on average, these cats live shorter lives than cats con-
fined indoors.

So:  cats allowed to go outdoors inevitably face hazards including traffic, 
“stranger danger,” and infectious disease; but they also move in a rich and stim-
ulating environment. How does this compare with the lives of “captive cats”?

INDOOR CONFINEMENT

Just as cats’ outdoor contexts vary substantially, so may the contexts of indoor 
cats. Some confined cats may have a previous history of roaming; others may 
never have been outside. Some cats may be confined in large houses; others 
may be in studio apartments. Some may share their home with other people 
or animals most of the time; others live mostly solitary lives. Whatever their 
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circumstances, though, one idea that’s widely thought to be obvious is that 
indoor-only cats are safer and face fewer hazards than outdoor cats. But indoor 
cats do also face hazards, although some of these are more “slow-burn” than the 
hazards that outdoor cats meet.

first: accidents happen to indoor as well as outdoor cats: they can be scalded, 
they can have falls, and they can be poisoned. Rochlitz (2007) reports the Blue 
Cross in London as recording that household accidents were the second most 
common reason that kittens and puppies were brought into their hospital. 
However, this risk is not really relevant here, since cats with outdoor access 
usually come inside, so they will face these risks too. We’re primarily interested 
here in special risks that face indoor-only cats.

indoor confinement itself presents higher risks of certain diseases. Some (but 
not all) studies suggest that indoor cats are at greater risk of feline urologic syn-
drome, hyperthyroidism, and serious dental disease (Buffington 2002, Rochlitz 
2007). other recent studies—for example, Slingerland et al. (2007, 251)—report 
that “the outdoor/indoor status of the cat appeared to have a significant influ-
ence on the risk of developing DM (diabetes mellitus) with the risk being sig-
nificantly lower in cats that spent time roaming outdoors.” Being indoors also 
raises the likelihood of obesity, which generates further health risks (Sandøe, 
Corr, and Palmer 2013). in addition, a recent Danish study (Bjørnvad et  al. 
2011) of indoor-confined, adult, neutered cats found that due to lack of exer-
cise, some indoor cats are in a state called “skinny fat.” As with some physically 
inactive people, due to a decrease in lean body mass, these cats have a relatively 
high level of body fat despite what appears to be a healthy body weight. And 
as in the human case, “skinny fat” can lead to diabetes and other serious health 
problems.

So confined cats don’t live in a risk-free environment, in terms of either acci-
dent or disease, although as far as threats of sudden death and incurable disease 
go, the indoor environment is, overall, less risky. But the confined nature of the 
indoor environment also raises other difficulties.

one of these occurs when cats, especially cats that do not get along well, are 
confined together in small spaces. Research suggests that while cats frequently 
tolerate being housed with their mother or siblings, living with an unrelated cat 
can be highly stressful, and doing so increases the likelihood of cats developing 
urinary tract infections and expressing what are called “problem behaviors”—
that is, “inappropriate elimination,” urine spraying, aggression towards people 
or other animals, and scratching. (See Bradshaw and Casey 2007.) Salman et al. 
(2000) report that “the presence of at least one other pet in the household appeared 
to be strikingly associated with an increase in feline relinquishments for behav-
ioral reasons.” in fact, several studies, most recently Amat et al (2009), suggest 
that—in general—cats without outdoor access show significantly more “problem 
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behaviors” than those able to go outdoors. Although these behaviors may signify 
stress, by “problem” here is meant a problem for the owner, not the cat directly. 
However, Salman et  al. (2000) found that behavioral problems are the second 
most frequently offered reason for feline relinquishment at animal shelters; and in 
the case of cats, a high percentage of relinquishments end in euthanasia.

A final worry about the indoor-only life concerns “behavioral restriction,” 
when “Captive conditions are . . . too impoverished (i.e. barren, without appro-
priate stimuli or substrates) or too small, to allow animals to perform natural 
behavior patterns that they would display in more natural settings” (Mason and 
Burn 2011, 98). How far indoor cats are likely to undergo behavioral restriction 
depends on how much space they have, how this space is arranged, and what 
activities cats’ owners engage in as substitutes for behaviors cats would be able 
to perform outside. if cats have places to hide, climb, run and scratch, regularly 
changed moving toys that allow them to jump and pounce, and other forms 
of stimulation, for example based on clicker training, then they are much less 
likely to undergo behavioral restriction. However, many owners have limited 
time and space to dedicate to their indoor cats; and this can lead to cats’ frustra-
tion and boredom.

COMPARATIVE CAT WELFARE

This brief review of evidence (and there is not much) about the comparative 
lives of indoor-only/outdoor-access cats raises many questions about whether 
confinement indoors—creating “captive cats”—actually is for their own good.

from a hedonistic welfare perspective, no general answer is possible. Each 
cat should be taken individually, to consider what indoor and outdoor environ-
ments are available, what seems to give the cat pleasure, what creates states of 
fear or frustration, what experiences the cat has already had, and what experi-
ences the cat is likely to forgo. So, a lively, inquisitive cat, used to outdoor access, 
located in a relatively benign external environment, with only a small amount 
of space indoors, is likely to be better off going outdoors. The converse may be 
true of a cat that’s timid, has never been outdoors, and that lives in a large house 
near a busy road. Since the benefits and risks cats’ environments present are to 
some degree open to manipulation, however, they should not be taken entirely 
as given. indoor environments can be adapted to better satisfy indoor cats; 
threats from the outside can be reduced, for instance by vaccinations against 
disease, by keeping cats in at night, and by fencing in yards. So, taking this into 
account, the confinement of cats for their own good, on this view of “good,” 
could be justified in some cases, but not in others. it seems very implausible 
that, on a hedonistic view, routine confinement could be justified.
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if cats’ welfare is judged wholly or largely by the freedom to fulfill natural 
potentials and to express natural behaviors, it’s likely that, in most cases, hav-
ing outdoor access will create better welfare than confinement. Many behaviors 
that studies suggest are natural to cats cannot straightforwardly be carried out 
indoors, or—like urine spraying—would be very unwelcome there. Adaptations 
of indoor environments may accommodate some natural behaviors: scratching 
on a scratching post, for instance. But indoor cats will, in almost all cases, have 
much smaller territories than those with outdoor access, will be able to exer-
cise less, and will have their predatory behaviors considerably curtailed, even 
if toys are provided. They will never gain the learning experiences that flow 
from dealing with complex and unpredictable environments. While from other 
welfare perspectives this may not matter (since indoor cats will permanently be 
confined indoors, they will not need these skills for their future welfare), from 
a perfectionist view, at least some of these skills are manifestations of natural 
potentials that it’s good for cats to express. So, from a perfectionist perspective, 
outdoor access looks as though it will normally give cats better welfare.

Perhaps the most difficult issues here are raised by preference-based 
approaches to welfare. Clearly, some cats with experience of the outdoors desire 
to go out: they scratch at doors, try to slip through them, and vocalize noisily. in 
these circumstances, important preferences are being frustrated. Cats that have 
never been outside, but that can see through a window, may also desire to go 
out. But some indoor-only cats may have no preference to go out, not knowing 
that there’s anything else to choose, nor that they are missing anything. indeed, 
faced with the prospect of going outside, an indoor cat may display fearful or 
indifferent behavior. These cats either don’t positively desire to go outside, or 
actively desire not to go out. Achieving such states seems to be the goal of urg-
ing owners always to keep cats inside: cats won’t miss what they’ve never had. 
So, does this mean, from a preference perspective, that these indoor cats have 
good welfare?

The main problem that’s raised here concerns whether the preferences of 
indoor cats that don’t want to go out are “considered” or “informed.” A case 
could be made for saying that they are not—rather, they may be seen as “adap-
tive” or “deformed.” Although these terms can be used in different ways, in 
the human case “adaptive preferences” are usually characterized as prefer-
ences “produced through indoctrination, psychological manipulation, and the 
denial of autonomy” (Bartky 1990, 42)  in the context of unjust and oppres-
sive background conditions. Nussbaum (2007, 343) extends this idea to some 
animal preferences, maintaining that “animals, too, can learn submissive or 
fear-induced preferences.” While the case of cats is obviously much less com-
plex than the case of humans, nonetheless a version of this argument might be 
applied to indoor-only cats. Having always been denied outdoor access, their 
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preferences may have adapted to their circumstances, though this could not be 
described as a choice. This resembles a scenario Regan (1984) describes:

if i were to raise my son in a comfortable cage, in isolation from other 
human contact, though seeing to it that his basic biological needs were sat-
isfied, and if, in all of my dealings with him, i went to considerable trouble 
to insure [sic] that he experienced no unnecessary pain, then i could not 
be faulted on the grounds that i was hurting him. However, i would have 
quite obviously harmed him and this in a most grievous way. How lame 
would be my retort that my son “didn’t know what he was missing” and so 
wasn’t harmed by me. That he doesn’t know what he’s missing is part of the 
harm i have done to him. (Regan 1984, 97)

We can’t be confident, then, that the actual preferences of indoor cats to stay 
inside really reflect what’s best for them on a preference account of welfare; 
these may be distorted, adaptive preferences. This suggests we should, also, 
consider indoor cats’ hypothetical preferences: what they would prefer, had they 
experience of both outdoor access and the indoor life. What answer we give 
here, though, will depend on what we think will best serve cats’ welfare; so this 
throws us back to the question of what we conclude constitutes cat welfare in 
the first place. Equally, we can’t be confident that outdoor cats’ preferences to go 
outdoors should count as “informed” either. Even if cats are experienced with 
traffic and predators, they can’t understand the risks they face (for instance) 
from disease; perhaps we need to think about hypothetical preferences here, 
too. So, this leaves us in a confusing position. Some cats have actual prefer-
ences to go outside, others to remain inside. Hypothetically, we might conclude 
that some cats would prefer to go outside, were they “fully informed”; while 
others, with full information, would prefer to stay inside. But one thing that 
does emerge here is that whatever we might conclude in any particular case, a 
preference account of welfare does not clearly support the routine confinement 
of cats.

in fact, none of these three accounts of cat welfare, given the evidence, clearly 
supports the position that cats should be routinely confined for their own good. 
The “natural behavior” account of welfare tends to the view that it’s better for 
cats if they are not confined, and are free to express important natural behav-
iors. However, even on this view if a sufficiently spacious and enriched indoor 
environment could be created, cats may be able to express enough natural 
behavior to have good welfare. A subjectivist view of welfare would not support 
routine confinement, but would accept that it may be best for a cat’s welfare on 
some occasions; and a preference account, likewise, would not support routine 
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confinement, though (depending on what view one takes of hypothetical and 
adaptive preferences) it’s likely to be what’s best for particular cats on many 
particular occasions.

So far, we’ve focused on the relationship between cat confinement and wel-
fare. But even if we establish that, in some particular case, confinement is not 
in a cat’s interests (or otherwise) this alone would not tell us what to do; for 
this, we need to think about the broader ethical context in which cat welfare is 
situated.

ETHICS AND CAT CONFINEMENT

in order to work out what we should actually do in any particular case, cats’ 
welfare must be thought through in the context of a broader ethical framework, 
which includes the welfare of other affected individuals, and other potentially 
significant values, and that may include values, principles, and concerns that 
are not about promotion of welfare. However, for the sake of brevity we’ll con-
fine ourselves to considering two contrasting theoretical approaches here:  a 
rights-based view, such as that recently proposed by Donaldson and Kymlicka 
(2012); and a broadly welfarist and consequentialist approach, one that aims at 
maximizing overall welfare (including, but not restricted to, cats’ welfare). (for 
a fuller overview of positions in animal ethics see Palmer and Sandøe 2011.)

Donaldson and Kymlicka (2012) argue that while all sentient animals have 
certain basic rights, companion cats—as domesticated animals brought into 
our homes—should be understood as co-citizens, with specific rights that 
attach to this status. These rights include a negative right not to be restrained 
or confined, and a positive right to mobility. on this view, at first sight at least, 
we should not confine cats; doing so would be a serious rights infringement. 
However, this needs closer scrutiny. Central to this rights account is that an 
individual’s rights should not be violated to benefit others. But this does not 
rule out a paternalistic argument, where rights are infringed in order to benefit 
that very same individual. And while it’s highly implausible that a paternalistic 
argument could justify routine overriding of cats’ liberty and mobility rights, 
there could be some cases where, even on a liberty-rights view, paternalistic 
confinement could be justified, and an individual cat be confined for his or her 
own good.

What could count as acceptable paternalism here, though, will again depend 
on how cat welfare is understood. Donaldson and Kymlicka (2012, 127)  are 
wary of similar paternalistic claims in the human case:  “Historically, people 
with disabilities or mental illness have been confined in ways that far exceed 
an acceptable paternalism. This should make us wary of calls for confinement/
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restraint that are alleged to be in the interests of the person being subject to 
restriction.” And certainly, as we’ve maintained in this chapter, it’s not clear that 
confinement is always, or usually, in the interests of the cat being subject to 
restriction. if we are working within a framework that includes liberty rights, 
a clear-cut justification for confinement would be needed before infringing on 
cats’ liberty for paternalistic reasons.

However, Donaldson and Kymlicka also argue that, in terms of making over-
all judgments about confining cats, we need to take into account the effect they 
have on other sentient animals, through predation. This shifts the ground from 
what’s essentially a paternalistic argument to a deterrence argument, where the 
aim is to deter attacks by cats on other sentient individuals.

it’s worth noting here that the most recent study, based on filming by cats 
carrying “kitty cams,” shows that only 44 percent of cats with outdoor access 
actually hunted (although it’s possible that the presence of even nonhunting 
cats in the ecosystem may affect wildlife) (Loyd et al. 2013). So not every out-
door cat is a significant threat to the welfare or liberty of others. However, as 
Donaldson and Kymlicka (2012, 150)  note, cats “are unable to self regulate 
when it comes to respecting the basic liberties of others.” for this reason, they 
suggest belling and supervising cats outdoors to prevent predation. yet while, 
as studies show, belling probably does have some effect on predation (Ruxton, 
Thomas, and Wright 2002; Woods, McDonald, and Harris, 2003), belled cats 
remain successful predators. And supervision of cats while outdoors will in 
most cases be either impractical or significantly restrictive. So it may be that 
to protect the liberties of prey animals, on this view, cats should be confined, 
not because it’s in their interests, but to prevent other sentient animals from 
being harmed.

Although Donaldson and Kymlicka argue that the basic liberties of prey ani-
mals need to be respected, and thus cat predation restrained, this need not follow 
from a rights-based view. They maintain that allowing cats to hunt is “not much 
better than killing the birds and mice ourselves” (2012, 150). But this claim is 
surely too strong. if a person killed birds and mice directly, on a view on which 
animals are rights-holders, that person would violate the animals’ rights. But 
there’s a difference between someone killing a mouse him- or herself, and his 
or her cat killing a mouse. While it is possible for someone to violate another 
being’s rights by directly using an animal as a weapon (for instance, in the case 
of giving a command to “kill!” to a trained attack dog), cat predation is rather 
different. Cats don’t predate on human command, and they are not agents for 
their owners. A cat that kills a mouse does not violate the mouse’s right to life 
because cats are not moral agents; they do not (in our view) have the capacities 
required to be held morally responsible for their actions. But if cats are confined 
to prevent them killing mice, their liberty rights do seem to be violated.
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it might be argued, though, that in a rights framework that includes sen-
tient animals, we have duties to assist sentient animals (or even, that they have 
positive rights to assistance). So we should assist cats’ prey, by confining cats. 
However—although there is not space to develop this argument in detail here—
this opens up a variety of problems. it implies that cats’ negative rights not to 
be confined are secondary to other animals’ positive rights to be assisted, or 
that duties to assist should be prioritized over basic liberty rights. yet negative 
rights such as those not to be confined are normally thought to have priority 
in conflict cases. Second, it appears to imply that we have general duties to 
intervene in predation, unless another argument is made that picks cats out 
from other kinds of predators (perhaps on the basis of our responsibility for 
cats’ presence). Even Donaldson and Kymlicka (2012, 245) do not think that all 
predation should be prevented; for instance, where certain animal populations 
become too high, they suggest that we may “foster habitat conditions allowing 
for population dispersal and the re-emergence of predators or competitors.” So 
a rights framework does not seem to justify the routine confinement of cats, 
though it allows for some paternalistic confinements where the benefits to the 
confined cat are clear-cut; and (given certain controversial additional theoreti-
cal arguments) confinements of some cats to protect other sentient animals.

Let’s turn to the second ethical approach here: a consequentialist one. Here 
the goal is to bring about best outcomes in terms of welfare (other versions 
of this approach could include consequences such as impacts on biodiversity), 
taking into account all the beings affected by the confinement (or otherwise) of 
cats—including people and other sentient animals. Should cats be confined, on 
this approach? obviously, the answer to this question will depend not only on 
cats, but on what consequences for all those concerned is taken to be. one thing 
that does seem clear, however, is that if it can be argued that it’s in a cat’s inter-
ests to be confined, then there’s unlikely to be any countervailing argument. 
it’s very unlikely that confining a cat, when it’s in the cat’s interests, is going to 
significantly diminish the morally relevant consequences for humans or other 
animals. The difficulties here arise in cases where confining a cat does not seem 
obviously to be in the cat’s interests, but it is in human interests or in the inter-
ests of other living beings. Suppose, for instance, that there’s a cat that appears 
to get great pleasure from the outdoors, behaves as though he desires to go out, 
and performs natural behaviors and fulfills potentials while outside—including 
much successful predation. on every account of welfare, outdoor access rather 
than confinement appears to be in the interests of this cat.

But on this consequentialist approach, we should also take other factors 
into account. free-roaming cats can affect human welfare. They can upset and 
annoy those who live nearby, for example, by digging, hunting, defecating, 
urine spraying, and leaving their footprints on cars. Their hunting behaviors 
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may also threaten conservation values, which may be seen as a problematic 
consequence in its own right, and cause distress to conservationists. outdoor 
cats may also carry diseases, such as toxoplasmosis and cat-scratch disease that 
can significantly affect human welfare (understood in any sense). So these con-
cerns must be weighed against what’s in the cat’s interests.

A consequentialist approach should also take into account the effects of the 
cat’s predation on its prey. And predation seems problematic to the prey on at 
least two accounts of welfare. on a hedonistic approach to welfare, the cat is 
likely to cause a significant amount of suffering and negative welfare for the prey, 
especially if the cat is a successful hunter. This may well outweigh the negative 
experiences (or the reduction in positive experiences) that confinement would 
cause the cat—even though the cats that hunt the most may well be those for 
whom confinement is most subjectively traumatic. Similar conclusions seem 
likely for a preference-based view:  the outdoor, hunting-oriented preferences 
of the cat don’t obviously outweigh the preferences of the prey to go on living.

These factors all suggest that, working with a broader ethical framework, 
there are reasons to confine more cats than is suggested by just looking at what’s 
“good for cats” alone. in many cases—depending on what we take welfare to 
mean—cats themselves would do better with relatively unrestricted outdoor 
access. But at least some cats’ outdoor access may cause problems for other 
people, and for wildlife. This is likely to lead us to conclude that we should con-
fine some cats, not because it’s in their interests, but because it’s in the interests 
of others. Nonetheless, this still does not take us to a commitment to routine 
confinement. None of the views of welfare, combined with any of the ethical 
theories we’ve considered, recommend that all cats should be confined, all the 
time, for their own good—or for the good of others.

SOME CONCLUSIONS

We began by exploring the widespread and confidently asserted paternalistic 
claims that keeping cats confined in our homes—making “captive cats”—may 
be in cats’ own interests. We’ve argued that there are many different interpreta-
tions of what constitute cats’ interests, and that cats themselves have very different 
experiences and live in very different circumstances. There certainly are signifi-
cant hazards for cats outdoors; but indoor cats face often underestimated risks 
from disease, stressful and unsuitable environments, and owner reactions caused 
by “problem behaviors.” Consequently, general claims that routine confinement 
is in cats’ interests seem implausible. At best, confinement may be in some cats’ 
interests; and on accounts of welfare that emphasize natural behavior and fulfill-
ment of natural potential, confinement may be in very few or no cats’ interests.
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However, cats’ interests are not the only relevant factor in terms of broader 
ethical decision-making about cats. on some ethical views, for instance, we 
need to take into account the interests of the sentient animals on which outdoor 
cats prey, the value of protecting populations of wild animals which may be 
affected by cats and the people to whom outdoor cats cause distress. This may 
lead us to conclude that some cats, at least, should be confined even when it’s 
not in their interests, and when they would be better off having outdoor access.

However, the idea of confining cats when it’s not in their interests seems 
to raise the question whether, in such cases, cats should be kept at all. But 
that it would be better for a particular cat to go outside does not mean that 
the alternative—life inside—is necessarily bad; just that, for this cat, it is not 
the best life possible. The cat may still have reasonable welfare indoors, on 
any measure of welfare. in addition, before deciding that a cat should not be 
kept indoors, we would need to consider what the alternatives are for that 
particular cat. Cats living long term in a “no-kill” shelter waiting for adoption 
are likely to be better-off in a studio apartment than a cage, even if they would 
be better off still with outdoor access. However: if an indoor environment is 
too small, and for whatever reason cannot be made sufficiently stimulating, 
such that a cat is unhappy, frustrated, or cannot perform natural behaviors, 
then there’s a strong prima facie argument against keeping the cat. This argu-
ment is particularly compelling for those who are sympathetic to perfection-
ist theories of animal welfare: DeGrazia (2011, 763), for instance, argues that 
if cats must be kept indoors, they should not be kept at all. We’re familiar with 
such arguments in the context of zoos, though often in zoo cases, we are deal-
ing with animals whom we could have avoided breeding in the first place, as 
opposed to—as is frequently the case with cats—animals already in existence 
that need adoption.

Whatever is concluded about when it’s acceptable for cats to live wholly con-
fined lives, we have argued here that such confinement should not be routine, 
on the grounds that confinement is what’s good for cats. Although this claim is 
confidently and universally repeated, we suggest that it should be revisited and 
reconsidered. Confinement is good for some cats in some places at some times. 
But confinement is no universal prescription for good cat welfare.
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Note

 1. This is a version of the conditions of paternalism outlined by Dworkin (2010). 
We should also note here that some breeding cats are confined (like agricultural 
animals) to secure efficient production. We don’t have space to consider this issue 
here, but it’s worth noting that if domestic house cats are very widely neutered and 
confined, intensive breeding might increase in order to maintain the supply of suit-
able companion cats.
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